The main "technical" result of the present paper is that for X a conic bundle over P, with k nearly arbitrary, and X(k)v , the map tI) is injective. This is certainly more than a technical point, but the geometric interpretation of this fact has so far eluded our efforts. The main "concrete" result is that for X as above and k any finitely generated extension of O, the group Ao(X) is finite. This last result relies on the technical one and on the general finiteness statement for the image of tI). Another important feature of the technical result is that it prompts us to put forward a conjecture on the precise value of A0(X), when k is a number field. The main part of this conjecture claims the existence of an exact sequence of finite abelian groups Ao(X ) --> IiAo(Xk )--> Hom(H I(k, ), O/Z).
Here Pic, as above, and k runs through all completions of k. In loose terms: for a given (algebraic) type of rational surface, the fact that many Ao (Xk) are non-zero should force Ao(X) to be big. Some evidence is provided in the case of Chtelet surfaces.
Here are the precise statements of our main results.
TH.OREI 1. Let X be a conic bundle over Pk. If k is a finitely generated extension of Q, and if there is a O-cycle of degree one on X, the group Ao(X) is finite. If k is a perfect field of characteristic v 2 and of cohomological dimension l, the group Ao(X) is zero.
Tn.ORM 2. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic v 2, and let X be a conic bundle over Pk. The homomorphism t'Ao(X)-H (k, S) is injective, provided at least one of the following assumptions holds:
(i) there is a O-cycle of degree one on X;
(ii) k is a local field;
(iii) k is a number field. For any conic bundle X/Pk, the group H (k,S) is 2-torsion (2 proposition 1).
As for Ao(X), it was already known to be 2-torsion ([2] 6). Note that, for k local or global, Bloch [1] gives the bound 2 for the order of the kernel of , where s is the number of real imbeddings of k.
The paper is organized as follows. The homomorphism is defined in quite general circumstances in l, where it is shown to agree with several previously defined homomorphisms, including Bloch's for rational surfaces. We prove the finiteness of the image of when k is a finitely generated extension of Omfor this, no K-theory is needed. Section 2 contains basic facts about conic bundles over P" although they are essentially well known, no convenient reference is on hand. These facts aie used in 3, where we prove theorem 2 by a refinement of Bloch's fundamental argument ([1] 3). Theorem is then an immediate corollary of the results of 1. The precise computations made in 3 also allow us to answer a question of Bloch on the value of H (t;, KE/K2) (theorem 5) . In 4, we discuss the above mentioned conjecture on the precise value of Ao(X) when k is a number field.
A word of warning: a number of technical difficulties may be avoided if one assumes that there is a 0-cycle of degree one on X. First, we can study the image of as in [4] . Second, only a part of 2 and 3 is needed to prove theorem 2(i):
one need not study the upper half of diagram (3.4) .
We are grateful to S. Bloch for some very useful conversations" it was he who pointed out the relevance of Weil's reciprocity law in the general construction of given in 1. , denotes the group of units of the semi-local ring of at the points of supp(O, and Divy X is the group of divisors on X, with support in Y. Let ;--inixi, with x . X(k-) and n -7, and let g /()* be a unit at all x i.
When is a degree zero O-cycle, the evaluation formula [](g) g()-----H g(xi) ' defines a ;-homomorphism []'c,//*->/*. Using it to push out the extension (1.1), we get an extension of 0-modules
On letting the support of grow, one checks that this construction defines a homornorphism Z'o(S)---> Ext(Pie,,/*). )Ext(Pic.,/*).
(1.3)
When X is rational, PicX is a free finitely generated Z-module; for the dual k-torus S, there is an identification of g-modules S(k)= Homz(PicX, k*), hence Ext(PicX, k*) H'(g,S(Z))= H'(k,S).
THEOREM 3. Let k be a perfect field and let X be a smooth projective geometrically integral rational variety over k. Let S be the k-torus dual to Pic X. The homomorphism
which has just been defined enjoys the following properties:
(i) when there is a universal torseur on X, e.g. X(k) 4 , it coincides with the homomorphism attached in [4] to such a torseur;
(ii) when X is a surface, it coincides with the map defined by Bloch in [1]; (iii) if dim X--2 or char. k---0, then dp is a k-birational invariant; (iv) its image is finite if k is finitely generated over O.
The proof will occupy the rest of this section.
Proof of (i). For facts concerning universal torseurs, we rfer to [4] 
(1.6) Proof of (iv). When there is a universal torseur over X, for instance when there is a 0-cycle of degree one on X, it suffices to combine (i) with [4] (proposition 2). We shall sketch a proof in the general case, referring the reader to [4] for some details. Given X/k, one can find an integral domain A and a projective morphism/" X---> SpecA, so that the following holds: A is of finite type over 7, it is regular and k is its quotient field (this last and obvious assumption was forgotten in [4] 
The following exact sequence of 6tale sheaves over X defines 3"
Applying/, and taking cohomology, we get the exact sequence of 6tale sheaves over A: 0. Given X as in (a), one defines C as the genetic fibre X r. That any C comes from an X as in (a) can be proved by simple direct computations (cf. [6] 3). The structure of degenerate fibres of a relatively minimal conic bundle is given in [9] (theorem 1.6, where a known lemma ([11] p. 91-95) is used without warning), in [6] (lemma 0.9 or, better, explicit proof of theorem 3.2) and in [7] (lemma 6, corollary). Any such fibre over a closed point y of P is a k(y)-conic Xy with a single k(y)-rational point, i.e., over a certain quadratic extension k(x)/k(y) it is isomorphic to the union of two transversal lines k(x) which the Galois group of k(x)/k(y) swaps. Given such a relatively minimal conic bundle X/pig, let be the finite set of closed points of over which the fibre is degenerate. Let and d be the irreducible components of the fibre of X over one (fixed) geometric point of la over yi. We thus fix imbeddings k(y)c k(x)c/; let {ii and {i' be the respective Galois groups of k/k(y) and k/k(xi). Let f be the divisor on X defined by the fibre of X above some rational point of P. It is an easy matter to check the exactness of the following sequence of {I-modules
Here K---k(t), the map , is induced by the restriction to the genetic fibre X, and the first two terms are {i-submodules of Div X, the first one being generated by {e =f-di-di}, the second one by {f, di}. Since PicX is the trivial {i-module 7, upon tensoring over Z by k*, we transform (2.1) into the exact sequence of k-toil (more precisely into the sequence of their k-points)
where we have used the canonical identification of S with S' (cf. l, proof of (ii)), and where to((ai)) (lIi Nkty,)/k(ai),''', ai-1,..._). Let N O be the kernel of k* One then deduces from h, and let So be the k-torus defined by So( 
where Nffi Nktx,)/kty,) and Cori-----COrkty,)/k. This shows H l(k, So) to be annihilated by 2. So is afortiod H t(k, S), in view of the exact sequence 3. Proof of theorems 1 and 2. The notation will be as in the statement of theorem 2 (of. introduction) and as in 2. We shall assume X/P to be relatively minimal. This is legitimate, since P'Ao(X)---> H (k, S) is a k-birational invariant ( 1, theorem 3 (iii)), and since condition (i) in theorem 2 is also a k-birational invariant (as shown by Chow's moving lemma, or more simply as in [3] Here y in (3.2) runs through all closed points of P (and/(y) =/_, k(y)), the symbol 0 denotes the kernel of the sum of norm maps k(y)*--)k*, and , in (3. 3) runs through all closed points of the K-conic Xg (they correspond to integral non-vertical divisors on X).
( , , 3 4 even yields an injective homomorphism K /NA -->I K/I K which makes 3 4 H (g, K2/K2) into a subgroup of I k/I 'k. I2k(y)/I3k(y) (3.6) where the maps with the same label as in (3.4) ker(k*-IIk(yi)*/Ni(k(xi)*)) (3.7)
H (g, K2P /K2/ ) K / NA *, (3.8) and there is an exact sequence
Proof. According to lemma 3, the map c in (3.4) Remark. The proof of this proposition, the full strength of which will only be used in the proof of theorem 5, uses all the painfully established commutativities of lemma 3. An open question: Is K always equal to k.NA*? In other words, given the quadratic form q---(( a, -b)) over k(t) and any f k(t)* such that the class of fq.l. q in W(k(t)) comes from W(k), does there exist a k* such that is represented by q over k(t)?
After proposition 2, an affirmative answer to this question is equivalent to being injeetive. Theorem 4 will show the answer to be "yes" in case (i) of theorem 2, and theorem 5 will show it to be "yes" in cases (ii) and (iii). In all these cases, proposition 2 will even yield the value of H l(g, K2ff/K2), thus answering a question of Bloeh ([ 3.4) . There exists u k(fl)* such that for any g k(t)*, the following relation holds in W(k(y)): 0,,(gq) u.02,,(gq). (3.10) Proof. Recall Proof. Since there obviously exist closed points of degree at most 2 on X, the assumption is tantamount to the existence of a degree one 0-cycle on X. As mentioned at the beginning of 3, we may assume x/Plk to be relatively minimal.
Let x be a closed point of odd degree on X, and let y be its projection in P. Case (ii). find Takef K, i.e., fql q i(W(k)). From (3.10) in lemma 4, we a,.,,(fq+/-q)= u.a2.,,(fq.L q)= 0 W(k(y)) (second residues of constant forms are trivial).
End ofproof. Take f K. We know that in all cases, 0, (fq_L q) is zero in W(k(y)). By definition, fq_t. q belongs to i(W(k)), and 0, o =/y is the natural map W(k)--> W(k(y)), which is an injection by Springer's theorem ([8] chap. 7, cor. 2.2, p. 198). Hence fq --q over k(t), and f NA*. We thus have K NA *, and the proof is completed on using (3.8) and (3.9) in proposition 2.
Remark. Under the assumption of the theorem, Chow's moving lemma guarantees the existence of a 0-cycle of degree one, hence of a closed point of odd degree, in any non-empty open set of X: we could do without the study of the degenerate fibres. Note also that the proof of this theorem uses only the lower half of diagram (3.4) (ii) The ease X(I:I) 13 follows from theorem 4. We may assume X/P relatively minimal to deal with the ease X(I:I) 13 (of. theorem 3 (iii)). Since 12 is the only proper finite extension of I:1, there cannot exist any degenerate fibre (after 2, such a fibre would lie over a real point, and its singular point would be R-rational). Lemma then shows that 2, y(q)--0 for any closed point y of I, which implies that q i(W([:l)) c W(I:l(t)). Whence q i(qo) with q0 ((1, ), and X is [:l(t)-birationally equivalent to C RP, where C is the real conic without real point. Since q is a scalar form, I:1 1:1". Let f be in Iq(t), and let Y0 I:1 be neither a zero nor a pole of f. From
there follows f /f(Yo) NA * and Iq(t) Iq*.NA * I:I.NA *. According to (3.9) in proposition 2, the map is therefore injective. Since Iq_ c NA* and (specialization argument) -1 qNA*, we find [q(t)/NA*=Z/2, which, together with (3.8), gives the last result.
The argument is general" if q i(qo), i.e., if X is k(t)-birationally equivalent to the product of a k-conic C with la, then HI(,KE/K2) k*/Dk(qo), where [4] II et IV). Let us establish the above assertion. Take P X(k) and let --t, be the universal torseur with trivial fibre at P. Let a be in Ill(k,S), and let -a be the universal torseur over X obtained by twisting 0-by -a. Since by definition the fibre of -a at P is -a H (k, S), hence 0 H (k v, S) for any v, the universal torseur -has points in all completions of k. If such torseurs satisfy the Hasse principle, there exists a P X(k) such that (P)ffi 0 H(k,S) (take for P the projection of a k-point of 0 -a ). Hence S(P) a H (k,S), and a is the image under of the 0-cycle P-P (use theorem 3 (i)), which proves the assertion. [--I (e) On the cokernel of 8 (iv))" PROPOSITION 4. Let 0 be the rational point of X/ k which lies at infinity on the model X mentioned above. For any extension L/ k, any O-cycle of degree nought on X L is rationally equivalent to some P-O, over X L, with P X(L). [-] This proposition and the computations of [4] (b) Assume now that the sequence (4.10) is exact. Any universal torseur over X is deduced from " by twisting by some -a H l(k, S), i.e., is of the form -.
If such a -a has points in all completions of k, there exists for each v some PX(k) with '(Pv)=0 in n(kv, S), hence Resk/k(a)=dP(Pv--O). By definition of the J'v, and by thee exactness of (4.1), the point {(Pv-O)} I.IavAo(Xk) goes to 0 n t(k,S)''. The vanishing of Ill l(k, S), the exactness of sequence (4.10) and proposition 4 now imply the existence of P X(k) with a dp(p-O) n(k,S). Therefore -(P) 0, and -has a k-point (above P).
[-]
When k , any counterexample to the equivalent statements of proposition 5 would provide a counterexample to Schinzel's hypothesis (H) (cf. [4] p. 236).
The following 
